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中 文 摘 要 ： 本計畫以形式句法角度分析漢語中非典型論元配置現象，並以其為
基礎進一步闡明介詞併入在漢語中語法功能轉換現象扮演之重要角
色及其理論意涵。本研究聚焦在兩種非典型論元結構的討論，一為
處所主語，一為二元非賓句中之經驗者主語。我們指出將介詞併入
之運作導入移位分析法中可以幫助我們提出一套合理的詮釋與分析
。具體來說，在處所主語句方面，我們認為此處理法能解釋處所主
語與謂語內介詞組的單向相關性、進行時貌「在」的不兼容性、內
外部處所詞提升為處所主語之分布差異性等等的結構特性；在二元
非賓格動詞句方面，我們認為此結構中帶經驗者論旨角色之主語是
由謂語內介詞組移位而來，而該介詞組在語意上為非賓格動詞指涉
事件發生之影響目標，此看法能適切處理過去前人文獻中未能妥善
處理的問題，如感知主語要求、禁止被動化、約束條件、動詞刪略
等相關現象。
中 文 關 鍵 詞 ： 介詞併入、非典型論元、處所主語、二元非賓格句、漢語
英 文 摘 要 ： This project investigates the alternative ways of encoding
referential expressions in grammatical functions and the
ways of building complex predicates out of elementary
units. We first investigate the locative subject sentences.
Based on facts including one-way correlation of locative
subjects and predicate-internal PPs, impossible cooccurrence with the progressive zai marker as well as the
difference between outer locatives and inner locatives, I
argue that the movement analysis along with the preposition
incorporation view is a more preferable analysis than the
base-generation alternative. Moreover, this project also
extends the preposition incorporation analysis to the
transitive unaccusative sentences in Mandarin. I argue the
unaccusative experiencer subject is based-generated as the
complement of the PP that denotes the location/goal where
certain events take place and have an adverse influence on.
This view accommodates a number of properties observed in
this construction including the absence of possession
requirement, the rise of sentient-individual requirement,
possible subject relativization, the lack of passivization,
binding effects and ellipsis facts. Overall, this project
aims to articulate and motivate the idea that these
constructions which involve non-canonical argument
placement are the result of preposition incorporation plus
other independently motivated syntactic principles, without
having to resort to explicit rules.
英 文 關 鍵 詞 ： preposition incorporation, non-typical argument placement,
locative subjects, transitive unaccusatives, Mandarin
Chinese
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一、 研究目的

Research Objectives

Primarily centering on the data from Mandarin Chinese, this project
investigates two classes of alternations in how human languages express
propositions: the alternative ways of encoding referential expressions in
grammatical functions and the ways of building complex predicates out of
elementary units. By restricting the focus to generalized locative phrases, I
show that incorporation, which involves no more than the result of applying
standard movement transformational rules, provides natural explanations for
heretofore mysterious properties of two hotly-debated grammatical function
changing

phenomena: locative subject

constructions.

二、 文獻探討

Literature Review

1

and unaccusative

experiencer

Locative subject constructions refer to sentences where the locative
phrase looks like being inverted to the sentence-initial position and takes the
apparent subject position. One major point of controversy over this
construction in English concerns the status of the preposed locative phrase:
whether it is real grammatical subject or not. On the other hand, for Mandarin
locative inversion counterparts, in addition to the subjecthood controversy,
previous studies have concentrated on the problem as to where the locative
phrase comes from: whether it is base-generated in the subject position, the
base-generation approach (e.g. Lin 2001, 2008, Huang 2012) or it behaves
more as in English-like inversion movement style, the movement approach
(e.g. S. Huang 1982, Pan 1996).
On the other hand, unaccusative experiencer constructions refer to
sentences in which intransitive verbs, or more specifically unaccusative verbs,
seem to have transitive usage. An obvious problem these sentences raise is
that how these verbs allow more than one NP argument and how their theta
roles and cases get licensed. In the following, the previous works on
unaccusative experiencer constructions are to be reviewed. First is the
possessor raising analysis (Xu 1999, Han 2000). This approach assumes that
the base structure consists of a regular unaccusative verb which takes the only
DP as its sole argument. Later in the derivation, the surface subject is actually
moved from within the downward position, where it serves as the possessor of
the whole nominal. The second alternative analysis, termed here as the basegenerated topic analysis, is proposed by Pan and Han (2005). Under this view,
the sentence initial DP is proposed to be a topic which is base-generated at
[Spec, CP] and coindexed with a null subject in [Spec, TP]. The third approach
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is called the middle applicative analysis (Tsai and Yang 2008). This approach
assumes that, between high and low applicatives, there is also a middle
applicative in Mandarin, where some relation is established between an
individual and an event, also a possessive relation exists between the Indirect
Object and the Direct Object. The fourth analysis is the light verb analysis
(Zhu 2005, Lin 2008, Yu 2016). According to this account, the ‘transitive’
unaccusative sentences involve a light verb called OCCUR or EXPERIENCE
that selects a subject and event, which consists of the whole VP. Then the
lower verb raises to incorporate into the light verb. The last approach is called
the base-generated subject analysis (Huang 2007). There are two basic
assumptions in this theory. First, languages are parametrized in the clausal
EPP requirement. The English clausal head has the [+EPP] feature that
requires its specifier be lexically filled whereas Mandarin TP does not have
[+EPP] of this sort. Second, languages also vary in the inherent Case
parameter, which regulates the inherent case assigning ability of the verbs in a
given language. Specifically, according to this hypothesis, all Mandarin verbs
are able to assign the inherent case in addition to any structural case they may
or may not have.

三、 研究方法及結果討論

Method and Result Discussion

For locative subject sentences in Mandarin, I argue for the movementplus-incorporation approach:

(1) [CP [TP NPi<location> T [VP V-P NP<theme> ti] ]]
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The surface location subject is initially merged as a PP, together with theme
object, within the VP. This PP is subcategorized by the verb because the
sentence demands the presence of location so as to fulfill theta criterion and to
meet certain semantic requirements (cf. Borer 2010). Later, the clausal EPP
feature attracts the location phrase to surface subject position. But due to
certain syntactic reasons (e.g the restrictions of the grammatical feature
checking system (Wu 2008)), the preposition cannot be pied-piped along with
the fronted location NP; thus, the preposition gets incorporated to the verb,
namely by P-incorporation (the general process of moving an X0 from an
independent base structure position to combine it with another X0 in the
syntax) à la Baker (1988).

Among various instances of incorporation, P-

incorporation has long been observed to be attested in Mandarin Chinese (Li
1990, Tang 1991, Sybesma 1999, Feng 2003, Peck and Sells 2006). Crucially,
cross-linguistically, P-incorporation doesn’t necessarily leave phonetic clues
on the surface and its outcome can be audibly indistinctive from the original
source, which is exactly what we observe in the two cases discussed here.
Supporting arguments for this proposal are as follows. First, the
current approach captures the fact that the preverbal locational phrase must
appear independently of the preposition and the close correspondences
between sentences with and without predicate-internal prepositions. Precisely,
it predicts the correlation to exist that whenever a locative subject sentence is
possible, its postverbal zai-PP counterpart is possible since the later, as the
underlying structure, feeds the former.
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(2)

a.

*Shuichi-li xi-zhe ji-jian yifu.
sink-L wash-Asp some-CL clothes
Intended. ‘In the sink some clothes are washed.’

(3)

b.

*(You) Ji-jian yifu xi zai shuichi-li.

a.

Shuichi-li pao-zhe ji-jian yifu.
sink-L soak-Asp some-CL clothes
‘In the sink are soaked some clothes.’

b. (You) Ji-jian yifu pao zai shuichi-li.

Secondly, it also captures the fact that the progressive aspectual marker
zai is not permissible in locative subject sentences.

(4)

*Zhuo-shang zai fang yi-ge jiangbei.
table-L PROG put one-Cl trophy

I argue this restriction follows from the current view because, first of all, one
attribute characteristic of progressive zai is that it cannot occur with a telic
event:

(5)

*Ta zai gai-wan fangzi.
he PROG build-finish house

Besides, postverbal PPs in Mandarin always provide an event boundary by
denoting the participants’ location as a result of some change (Liu 2009):
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(6)

Bie ba na zang dongxi chi zai {zui-li/*canting/*zhuo-shang}.
don’t BA that filthy thing eat P mouth-L/restaurant/table-L
‘Don’t eat that filthy thing in the mouth/*restaurant/*table.’

Since the postverbal PP zai zui-li ‘in the mouth’ is semantically possible to
denote the resultative location after something was eaten, zai-zuili is fine.
Neither zai canting nor zai zhuoshang can be properly construed as the food’s
ending place after an eating event so they can’t occur as postverbal PPs in (6).
Putting the two facts together, then, it entails that progressive zai should
always fail to co-occur with a postverbal PP signaling telicity of some event:

(7)

*Ta zai zou [PP zai caochang-shang].
he PROG walk P playground-L

Now, given the incompatibility of progressive zai and postverbal PPs, and
given our account that locative subject must be derived by zai-PP inversion,
we naturally predict that progressive zai cannot occur with locative subject
because, with progressive zai sentences, it would never be possible to have a
grammatical clause with a postverbal zai-PP as the underlying structure in the
first place, and thus, there is no potential postverbal zai-PP to be moved or
‘inverted’ so as to form a locative subject sentence in any stage of the
derivation.
Lastly, P-incorporation, governed by the ECP, is possible from
argument PPs only and Mandarin locative subject sentences, as predicted,
show the argument-adjunct asymmetry.
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(8)

a.

Women shijige-ren (dou) shui zai {zhangpeng-li/Taipei}.
We over.ten-man all sleep P tent-L/Taipei
‘We, over ten people, slept in the tent/in Taipei.’

b.

{Zhangpeng-li/*Taipei}shui-le women shijige-ren.
tent-L/Taipei sleep-Asp we over.ten-man

Note that the non-inverted counterparts of the ungrammatical examples are
fine. So it is clear that in Mandarin, NPs from argumental PPs can become
arguments of the verb in locative subject sentences, while NPs from adjunct
PPs cannot.
For unaccusative experiencer constructions, I argue that this
‘experiencer’ subject in Mandarin is based-generated as the P’s complement
within the PP argument that denotes the location/goal where certain events
have an adverse influence on. That is, experiencers of this sort are governed by
a null preposition, termed Øψ, which assigns dative case. Under this view, the
underlying structure of these sentences look similar to the English translation,
with the experiencer being the goal of the event’s impact. One important
underlying reason for this proposal is the idea that experiencers are mental
locations, which is cross-linguistically observed and reflected by the syntax.
This thread of ideas is argued for in detail in Landau (2009). Under the
current locative syntax view, one huge merit is that it resolves the difficulties
in previous approaches: no need for assuming possession requirement, the
natural expectation of sentient-individual requirement, possible subject
relativization, no passivization due to unaccusativity, the impossibility of
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unergative verbs (with NP1-V-NP2 order).
Supporting arguments for this position come from at least two sorts.
First is concerned with binding facts. Belletti & Rizzi (1988) and Pesetsky
(1995) argue that binding principle A be satisfied earlier than surface structure.
If Wangmian in (10) starts from a higher position, as the previous approaches
assume, they are expected to be fine, contrary to fact. The binding facts follow
if, as I suggest, the experiencer starts from a lower non-commanding position
and binding A is checked in DS.

(10)

??Wangmian si-le taziji de fuqin.
Wangmian die himself DE father

Moreover, consider the ellipsis facts in (11): If the experiencers were
base-generated subjects, it’d be unclear why ellipsis is unacceptable as (11)
shows.

(11)

*Zhangsan si-le fuqin, Lisi ye si-le Δ.
Zhangsan die-Asp father Lisi also die-Asp
Intended: ‘ZS’s father died on him and LS’s father died on him too.’

The current analysis correctly predicts (11)’s unacceptability. Benjamin (2010)
and Wu (2013) have shown that VP ellipsis is generally not compatible with
locative inversion sentences (for detailed reasons see the cited works):

(12)

*On the table sits a cat, and under the chair does Δ too.
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Given the locative analysis of Mandarin unaccusative experiencers, it follows
that (11) are unacceptable for whatever account for the ungrammaticality of
(12).

四、 計畫成果自評

Self-Evaluation

This project has examined the long-puzzling locative subject and
transitive unaccusative sentences in Mandarin and argued that these
generalized locative subject constructions are best captured by the movementplus-incorporation account. The P-incorporation treatment for the noncanonical subject sentences provides a satisfactory characterization of many
rarely-noticed syntactic and semantic properties with this construction while
many facts await being explained in the base-generation approach. Therefore,
I believe this project has contributed considerably to understanding the
ensuing empirical and theoretical implications as described above. It is
believed that the results of this project can provide a solid ground for future
inquiry into the relevant issues.
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The English Linguistic Society of Japan 11th International Spring
Forum
Some Comparative Notes on Ditransitive Verbs and Argument
Structure

報告內容應包括下列各項：
一、

參加會議經過

Owing to the generous funding of the Ministry of Science and Technology, I
had the great opportunity of presenting my research in The English Linguistic
Society of Japan 11th International Spring Forum, hosted by Hokkaido University
in Sapporo, Japan. The conference allotted eighteen talks, seven posters, four
keynote speeches in addition to two workshops. Thus the program can be said to
be very selective. I arrived in Sapporo one day prior to the conference. My
presentation was scheduled on May 13 in the afternoon. Thanks to the
invaluable comments I received on this occasion, I revised and sharpened the
observations and analysis proposed in this talk, which surely helped me in
improving the manuscript further.

二、與會心得
This was a small-sized conference. There were only two parallel sessions at
the same time, both of each focusing on syntax-semantics issues. The merit of
such an arrangement was that the number of participants for each session would
be quite evenly distributed and there won’t be too few audience for a particular
talk, compared to large conferences. Moreover, the audience is expected to share
relatively similar background and interest in the same fields. In particular, this
time the occasion was combined with two workshops of reflections on the
Minimalist framework and using treebanks for linguistic analysis; in both
workshops very professional and concentrated interchanges really impressed
me. In my presentation, I investigated the syntactic encoding of ditransitive
constructions from a comparative view; specifically, by examining the peculiar
properties observed in Hakka ditransitives, I explore the current theories on
ditransitives and discuss the possible implications on linguistic variation. The
result has interesting consequences on the typological variations and the
ongoing debate of the proper characterization of ditransitive constructions. I
gained valuable comments from the spectators. This experience helped greatly in
refining the relevant argumentation in further developing the project.
三、建議

The English Linguistic Society of Japan 11th International Spring Forum was
a success. If pressed to name its weakness, I would say that the venue
arrangement could have been bettered so that it could give the attendees more
opportunities to interact around the key ideas. Overall, ELSJ has been an
important forum for presenting new theories and exchanging novel ideas that
bear on Japanese and East Asian languages with theoretical interests. This is the
first time I participate and present on this occasion and I will be happy if I can
have another chance to be part of it in the future.
四、攜回資料名稱及內容

Materials that I brought back with me included the conference abstract
book and assorted handouts of presentations.
五、發表論文資料

In the following I attach the program, acceptance letter and my abstract for
reference.

ELSJ 11th International Spring Forum 2018
May 12-13, 2018
Hokkaido University, Conference Hall
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Registration [Foyer] (ELSJ members: 2,000 yen, Non-members: 5,000 yen, Non-member students: 3,000 yen)
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Guest Lecture 1 [1F Auditorium] (Chair: Hiroki Narita, Tokai University)
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Time
14:15-14:45
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Anti-reconstruction effects and object shift in Japanese
Room 3
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Session 1
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Takuto Watanabe (Kumamoto
Gakuen University)

Mari Sakaguchi (Notre Dame
Seishin University)

Organizer: Hisatsugu Kitahara
(Keio University)

Be on the point of -ing and its
variant forms in Early Modern
English

The role of the past tense
morpheme in Japanese epistemic
conditionals

Clarifying the concept workspace,
revising Merge to MERGE, and
identifying consequences

(Chair: Taro Ishiguro, Meiji
University)

(Chair: Kairi Igarashi, Ryukoku
University)

Yuichi Ono (University of
Tsukuba)

Sumiyo Nishiguchi (Tokyo
University of Science)

The verbal noun use of English
borrowed prepositions in
Japanese recipe names

A monster in English

(Chair: Masako Tsuzuki, Chukyo
University)

(Chair: Yusuke Kubota, University of
Tsukuba)

Speakers:
Yoshihito Dobashi (Niigata
University)
Toru Ishii (Meiji University)
Nobu Goto (Toyo University)
Takanori Nakashima (Tohoku
University)

Session 3
15:35-16:05

Changguk Yim (Chung-Ang
University)
A split analysis of categorization
(Chair: Ichiro Yuhara, Tokyo
Metropolitan University)

16:10-16:40

Hee-Cheol Yoon (Duksung
Women's University; Guest
Speaker from the English
Linguistic Society of Korea)
Adnominal adjectives and definite
marking in Old English
(Chair: Madoka Murakami, Jissen
Women's University)

16:55-17:40

Guest Lecture 2 [1F Auditorium] (Chair: Kiyoko Yoneyama, Daito Bunka University)
Eiji Yamada (Fukuoka University)
Theoretical shortcomings: Counterexamples to word stress treatments in English

18:00-19:00

Conference Reception [Room 1] (Fee: 2,000 yen)

Sunday, May 13
Time
9:30-10:00

Room 1
Session 5
Masatoshi Honda (University of
Tsukuba)
Copy raising, evidentiality and
island effects
(Chair: Hiroki Narita, Tokai
University)

10:05-10:35

Siyang Xia (Nagoya University)

On the historical development of
floating quantifiers in English
(Chair: Madoka Murakami, Jissen
Women's University)

Session 6
10:45-11:15

11:20-11:50

Room 3
Session 6
Takayuki Konishi and Mariko
Kondo (Waseda University)
Orthographic influence on L2
vowel quality; The case of English
reduced vowels by native speakers
of Japanese

1F Auditorium
Workshop 2 (9:30-11:50)
Organizer: Yusuke Kubota
(University of Tsukuba)
Using treebanks for linguistic
research

(Chair: Kiyoko Yoneyama, Daito
Bunka University)
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Misato Ido (National Institute for
Clay Williams (Akita
Japanese Language and
International University)
Linguistics)
Correlations between proficiency
Ayaka Suzuki (National Institute
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for Japanese Language and
Japanese learners of English
Linguistics)
Nobuyoshi Miyoshi (University
(Chair: Masako Tsuzuki, Chukyo
University)
of Tsukuba)
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Shin-ichi Tanigawa (Nagasaki
University)

Hiroko Shikano (Jichi Medical
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phasehood inheritance

How speakers use "nanka" in
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(Chair: Taichi Nakamura, University
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(Chair: Tomoko Endo, Seikei
University)

Jun Omune (Kansai Gaidai
University)

Akitaka Yamada (Georgetown
University)
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Expressiveness from a Bayesian
perspective

(Chair: Norimi Kimura, Hirosaki
University)

(Chair: Kaori Hata, Osaka University)

11:55-13:05

Poster Session [Foyer]

13:10-13:55

Guest Lesture 3 [1F Auditorium] (Chair: Toru Suzuki, Yamagata University)
Naoyuki Ono (Tohoku University)
Lexical creativity: Contrastive focus reduplication and constructional
reduplication

Time
14:10-14:40

Room 1
Session 8

Room 3
Session 9

Norimasa Hayashi (Kyushu
University)

1F Auditorium

Masaki Yasuhara (Ibaraki
University)

The structure of free relatives and Break a branch off a tree: An
decomposition of wh operators
account based on further
specification

14:45-15:15

15:30-16:15

(Chair: Taichi Nakamura, University
of Fukui)

(Chair: Kairi Igarashi, Ryukoku
University)

Katsuya Sugiura (Aichi Gakuin
University)

Hsiao-hung Iris Wu (National
Taiwan Normal University)

A generative analysis of reduced
relative clauses in English

Some comparative notes on
ditransitive verbs and argument
structure

(Chair: Norimi Kimura, Hirosaki
University)

(Chair: Mikinari Matsuoka, University
of Yamanashi)

Guest Lesture 4 [1F Auditorium] (Chair: Yusuke Kubota, University of Tsukuba)
Robert Levine (Ohio State University)
`Biolinguistics’: Some foundational problems

Posters (in alphabetical order)
1. Eriko Hirasaki (Kwansei Gakuin University):
Movement and its restriction in terms of argumenthood
2. Reika Sakurada (Japan Women's University):
How the speakers create the common ground with audience in TED Talks?
3. Norio Suzuki (Kobe Shinwa Women’s University):
What to do with PGs in Japanese: An anti-lexicalist approach
4. Chyan-an Arthur Wang (Chung Yuan Christian University):
A hybrid analysis of multiple sluicing in Mandarin Chinese
5. Takaya Yamaguchi (Kobe University):
Reconsidering subject raising in Japanese -From a perspective of agentivity6. Shuto Yamamura (University of Tsukuba):
Focus-based licensing analysis of NP-ellipsis in English
7. Yusuke Yoda (Toyo Gakuen University):
A spanning approach to quantifier in classifier languages

Map of Sapporo Station and Hokkaido University Conference Hall
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Notification of Results (The 11th ELSJ International Spring Forum 2018)
1 封郵件
Miwa Isobe <miwa@ms.geidai.ac.jp>
收件者: iriswu@ntnu.edu.tw

2018年1月22日 下午4:00

Dear Hsiao-hung Iris Wu,
We are happy to inform you that your abstract "Some Comparative Notes
on Ditransitive Verbs and Argument Structure" is accepted for an oral
presentation at the 11th ELSJ Spring Forum to be held at Hokkaido
University on May 12-13, 2018.
Please let us know as soon as possible, and no later than January 29,
2018, whether you can come and make your presentation at the forum.
Additionally, if you are planning to use a PC (or electronic devices),
please also inform us what kind of OS (or devices) you will use.
You can email this information to us at
miwa@ms.geidai.ac.jp
Upon receiving your response, we are going to set the program and send
it to you later. Then we will let you know other details on
presentation guidelines.
We would also like to ask you to submit a complete version of your
abstract, which will be up on the ELSJ website. Attached please find
the document “SF 2018 abstract submission guidelines.” Please note
that the submission deadline is Wednesday, February 21, 2018.
We encouraged reviewers to include comments for authors on their
abstracts, although not all reviewers provided them. We have appended
any comments we received for your abstract at the bottom of this
e-mail.
Please take them into consideration when you revise your abstract and
prepare for your presentation.
We look forward to seeing you in May.
Sincerely,
Miwa Isobe
On behalf of the 11th ELSJ International Spring Forum Organizing Committee
miwa@ms.geidai.ac.jp
---------------------------Reviewer comments:
Reviewer A:
I would like to see whether the RDOC in Hakka shares any properties
with its English counterpart in (7) in passivization and other
phenomena in which ditransitive constructions show peculiar behavior.
Reviewer B:
The author argues that the RDOC should be analyzed as a Dative variant
with a covert dative marker and that it favors the prepositional
dative analysis instead of the small clause one. This argument is
reasonable and persuasive.
SF 2018 abstract submission guidelines.docx
17K

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=06083646cb&jsver=K47UHJ_79GI.zh_TW.&view=pt&q=elsj&qs=true&search=query&th=1611ce2d20d615cd&siml=161

Some Comparative Notes on
Ditransitive Verbs and Argument Structure
Hsiao-hung Iris Wu (iriswu@ntnu.edu.tw)
National Taiwan Normal University

This study investigates the syntactic encoding of ditransitive constructions from a
comparative view; specifically, by examining the peculiar properties observed in Hakka
ditransitives, we explore the current theories on ditransitives and discuss the possible
implications on linguistic variation.
In generative grammar, the proper derivation of ditransitive constructions have
long been a subject of heated debate. Most of the controversies stem from the fact that
complements of ditransitive verbs in many languages display an ordering alternation
and apparently two distinct structures are allowed: the prepositional dative (1a) (hf.
Dative alternant) and the double object constructions (1b) (hf. DOC alternant).
(1) a. John gave an apple to Marry.
b. John gave Mary an apple.
In Hakka, interestingly, there is yet another order that is used productively. As
shown in (2), Hakka exhibits a ‘reversed’ order of DOC (hf. RDOC), in which the direct
object (i.e. the theme) immediately precedes the indirect object (i.e. the goal).
(2) a. gi bun
ngai
rhid gi bid
(DOC)
he BUN
me
one CL pen
‘He gave me a pen.’
b. gi bun
rhid
gi bid ngai
(RDOC)
he BUN
one
CL pen me
Lit. ‘He gave a pen me.’
I argue that the RDOC should be analyzed as a Dative variant with a covert dative
marker based on its similarities to the regular Dative alternant: just as has been widely
observed with the Dative construction, in RDOC the goal argument is not limited to
animate entities as in (3) (Green 1974); it cannot be associated with a causative
meaning (4) (Oehrle 1976); the theme argument needs to c-command the goal
argument (5) (Barss & Lasnik 1986).
(3) a. #John sent Boston a letter.
(DOC)
b. John sent a letter to Boston.
(Dative)
c. apo
gi
qien
toibed
(RDOC)
grandma
send
money Taipei
‘Grandma sent money to Taipei.’
(4) a. Nixon’s life gave Mailer a book.
(DOC)
b. #Nixon’s life gave a book to Mailer.
(Dative)
c. #lia-siicin m-voi bun
teuna-tung gi (RDOC)

this-thing
Neg-will BUN
headache
he
Intended: ‘This matter won’t give him a headache.’
(5) a. I gave every check to its owner.
b. ??I gave his check to every worker.
c. ngai
gigin
bun
mui-zhag geu-e gigai
zhungin le
I
already BUN
every-CL dog
its
owner Asp
‘I gave every dog to its owner.’
d. *ngai
gigin
bun
gigai
geu-e mui-gai zhungin le
I
already BUN
his
dog
every-CL owner Asp
Given the Hakka RDOC is shown to involve the Dative structure, I further argue that it
favors the prepositional dative analysis (Marantz 1993, Bruening 2001), instead of the
small clause analysis (Harley 2002) in that this representation enables us to capture
the rise of the RDOC ordering. Precisely, the verbs allow the RDOC order since they
introduce the structure like (6), in which the dative marker can be incorporated to the
higher verb that subcategorizes and theta-marks it (Baker 1988). Hence the apparent
missing dative marker gets properly licensed.
(6) Mary gave the bottle to the baby.

However, such incorporation (and hence the possibility of having a covert dative
marker) is not possible under a small-clause structure since, under this view, the verb
won’t behave as a proper governor for an empty category in the dative marker position.
This result has interesting implications on the typological variations and the
ongoing debate of the proper characterization of English ditransitive constructions. To
name one, it should be pointed out that the RDOC pattern can be observed in English
too, according to Yáñez-Bouza & Denison’s (2015) corpora study, as exemplified in (7).
(7) a. ?Jim gave £5 the driver.
b. Jim gave it him.
The pattern was more widespread in late Modern English, while there is clear dialectal
variation within present-day British English (Hughes et al. 2012, Gerwin 2013).
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介詞併入與論元配置

計畫名稱

出國人員姓名

會議時間
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吳曉虹

107 年 8 月 2 日
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The Japanese Society for Language Sciences 20th Annual
International Conference (JSLS2018)
1. Obliqueness in Chinese Argument Structure
2. Inner Aspect and Object Fronting (co-authored with
Arthur Wang)

報告內容應包括下列各項：
一、

參加會議經過

I arrived in Japan one day prior to the conference. My presentations were
scheduled on August 2nd in the morning and in the afternoon. There were 32 oral
presentations arranged among three parallel sessions, two poster sessions, in
addition to two invited symposiums. Since the workshop was a mid-scaled event,
the participants could make the most opportunities to provide their feedbacks
and interact with each other, compared to many large-sized conferences with
hundreds of attendees; thus I received a great deal of constructive comments
from many specialists due to this occasion. Thanks to the valuable comments I

received in this conference, I have been revising the argumentation and analysis
proposed in the research ever since I was back. Thus, this experience surely
helped me in improving the manuscripts further.
二、與會心得

Besides the constructive feedbacks from the conference participants, one
special arrangement of the JSLS-2018 is that the organizers planned two invited
symposiums, in which world-renowned scholars including Cedric Boeckx and
Martin Hackl joined and discussed issues of language evolution and
syntax/semantics in child language acquisition. I truly learned a lot about the
recent development of the relevant issues via the intensive discussion.
三、建議

This is the first time I participate and present in the Annual Conference of
JSLS and I personally find it to be a nice and friendly venue for sharing research
findings. If I am to give any suggestion for the conference, I would say that since
the focus for some parallel sessions was similar (e.g. syntax‐semantics), the
interested audience might be forced to move and hop among different sessions.
Usually this planning would work if everything is under control; however, in
case of any unexpected reasons, for instance bad time management, the overall
agenda would get disturbed so that the presenters might be interrupted or
affected during their presentations by the audience hopping among different
venues. All these factors might be taken into considerations in the future.
四、攜回資料名稱及內容

Materials that I brought back with me included the conference abstract
book and assorted handouts of presentations.
五、發表論文資料

In the following I attach the program, acceptance letter and my/our
abstracts for reference.

JSLS 2018 Program
会場：文京学院大学ふじみ野キャンパス Venue: Fujimino Campus, Bunkyo Gakuin University

August 2, Thursday
9:10-9:50

Registration 会場：西館ミューズ（１階）前 Venue: Entrance Hall of West Building

9:50-10:00

Opening Ceremony

会場：W310 教室 Venue: Room W310

Individual Paper Session 1 (English)

会場：W310 教室 Venue: Room W310
Chair: Harumi Kobayashi (Tokyo Denki University)

10:00-10:25 Novel Word Learning in Japanese Toddlers
Ayumi Matsuo (Kobe College), Tamiko Ogura (Osaka University of Comprehensive
Children Education) & Letitia Naigles (University of Connecticut)
10:30-10:55 Codeswitching in English-Hebrew Bilingual Children: Effects of Syntactic Category and
Directionality
Aviva Soesman (Tel Aviv University and Bar Ilan University)
11:00-11:25 Bilinguals’ Lexical Access of Cognates in the Brain: Effects of Language Memberships
Ming-Che Hsieh (Fu Jen Catholic University), Hyeonjeong Jeong (Tohoku University),
Motoaki Sugiura (Tohoku University), & Ryuta Kawashima (Tohoku University)
11:30-11:55 A Multiplicative View on Numeral Classifiers: Evidence from Mandarin-Speaking
Children’s Spontaneous Speech
Yupin Chen (National Taipei University) & One-Soon Her (National Chengchi University)

Individual Paper Session 2 (English)

会場：W308 教室 Venue: Room W308
Chair: Kei Nakamura (Meikai University)

10:00-10:25 Tonal Reduplication in Kunming: The Emergence and the Preservation of the Marked
Hui-shan Lin (National Taiwan Normal University)
10:30-10:55 Sensorimotor Adaptation of Speech: A Study of Online Recalibration of Vocal Pitch
Li-Hsin Ning (National Taiwan Normal University)

11:00-11:25 An Analysis of Evaluative Language in Japanese Job Advertisements: Personality
Attributes Sought by Employers
Yumiko Cochrane (Kyushu Sangyo University)
11:30-11:55 The Effects of Tool Use in Conveying Referential Intentions in Ostensive
Communication
Shinya Moriyama (Graduate School of Tokyo Denki University),
Tetsuya Yasuda (Tokyo Denki University) &
Harumi Kobayashi (Graduate School of Tokyo Denki University

Individual Paper Session 3 (English)

会場：W303 教室

Venue: Room W303

Chair: Kaoru Horie (Nagoya University)
10:00-10:25 On Multiple Sluicing in Mandarin Chinese
Chyan-an Arthur Wang (Chung Yuan Christian University)
10:30-10:55 Obliqueness in Chinese Argument Structure
Hsiao-hung Iris Wu (National Taiwan Normal University)
11:00-11:25 A Simpler Solution to Two Problems Revealed about the Composite-Operation Agree
Samuel D. Epstein (University of Michigan), Hisatsugu Kitahara (Keio University) &
T. Daniel Seely (Eastern Michigan University)
11:30-11:55 The Right Periphery in Japanese Right-dislocation in the Presence of Adverbs
Kaori Furuya (University of North Texas)

11:55-13:00 Lunchtime & JSLS Board Meeting

会場：W311 教室

Venue: Room W311

13:00-14:30 Poster Session 1
会場：ミューズ（西館１階） Venue: Muse, the café in the West Building (1st Fl)
1. Vietnamese Learners’ Performance on Mandarin Chinese Tones
Hui-Chuan Liu (Kainan University)
2. A Preliminary Study on Phonetic Correlates of Stress in Paiwan

Shih-chi Stella Yeh (National Kaohsiung Normal University)
3. Acceptability of Long-Distance Numeral Quantifiers in Japanese: An Experimental Study
Kazunori Suzuki (Tokyo Institute of Technology/JSPS), Minako Kudo (Tokyo Institute of Technology) &
Yahiro Hirakawa (Tokyo Institute of Technology)
4. ⽇本語における⽬的語名詞句からの摘出: (動名詞が削除されている)軽動詞構⽂の場合
内芝慎也(無所属)
5. The Sub-syllabic Template Suggested in the Korean Data
Youngran An (KC University)
6. Inner Aspect and Object Fronting
Chyan-an Arthur Wang (Chung Yuan Christian University) &
Hsiao-hung Iris Wu (National Taiwan Normal University)
7. Anaphora Type of Null Complement Clauses in Taiwan Southern Min
Huei-Ling Lin (National Chung Cheng University)
8. 中国語存現文の解析
周振 (Zhou, Zhen)（東北大学）, バトラー・アラステア（国立国語研究所）& 吉本啓（東北大学）
9. Degree Adverbs with Neutral Interpretation: the Examples of 還 hai and 更 geng
Liching Livy Chiu (National Taiwan University)
10. Responding to Change: Meeting Local Academic Requirements through a Global Framework of
Language Standards and Backward Design
Patrizia M.J. Hayashi (Meikai University) & Tyson Rode (Meikai University)
11. Referent Visibility and Perspective Taking in English Demonstrative Use and Comprehension
Kei Kashiwadate (Tokyo Denki University), Hironori Akechi (The University of Tokyo),
Tetsuya Yasuda (Tokyo Denki University) & Harumi Kobayashi (Tokyo Denki University)
12. [alternate] Similarity of Characters Affects Attrition of Orthographic Skill in Logographic Written
Language: Case of Japanese-Speaking Native Chinese in Japan
Ahemaiti Milayi (Japan Advanced Institute of Science and Technology) &
Takashi Hashimoto (Japan Advanced Institute of Science and Technology)

14:30-14:40

Break

Individual Paper Session 4 (English)

会場：W310 教室 Venue: Room W310
Chair: Kei Nakamura (Meikai University)

14:40-15:05 Measuring Receptive Bilingual Children’s Language Use in Interaction
Janice Nakamura (Sagami Women’s University)

15:10-15:35 Integrating Symbolic Objects Found in Nature into Co-Evolutionary Accounts of Hominin
Cultural and Physical Changes from 2MYA to 200KYA
Keith Nelson (Penn State University)
15:40-16:05 On the V(erb)-den2 ‘ASP’-loi5 ‘come’ Construction in Taiwanese Hakka
Juichuan Yeh (National Tsing Hua University), Hanchun Huang (National Tsing Hua University) &
Peisin Syu (National Tsing Hua University)

Individual Paper Session 5 (Japanese)

会場：W308 教室

Venue: Room W308
Chair: 髙須陽子（東ソウル大学）

14:40-15:05 日本語学習者の二字漢字語の書字認知に影響する諸要因
大和祐子（大阪大学）

15:10-15:35 右枝節点繰り上げにおける移動
木村崇是（中央大学）

15:40-16:05 英語のJB-X DM-Y構文における談話機能と情報構造の文法化
高橋寛（昭和大学）

Individual Paper Session 6 (English & Japanese)

会場：W303 教室

Venue: Room W303

Chair: Koichi Sawasaki (University of Shizuoka)
14:40-15:05 The Impact of Imperfect L2 Acquisition on the Structural Development of Russian:
Innovation vs. Preservation
Chingduang Yurayong (University of Helsinki)
15:10-15:35 Effective Self-Regulated Learning Correlates with Exposure to More Than Two Languages
Kiyomi Yatabe (Keio University), Shinya Hori (Daito Bunka University) &
Shien Sakai (Chiba University of Commerce)
15:40-16:05 L2書き手のライティングセンター利用に対する意識
西菜穂子 （神田外語大学）

16:05-16:15 Break

16:15-18:15 Invited Symposium I (English)

会場：W310 教室

Venue: Room W310

Origins and evolution of language: archaeological and anthropological perspectives
Chair: Yasuo Ihara (The University of Tokyo)
Richer fossils
Cedric Boeckx (ICREA/Universitat de Barcelona)
Evolution of brain endocast and human language capacity
Osamu Kondo (The University of Tokyo)
Stone tools and language evolution: the technological pedagogy hypothesis
Dietrich Stout (Emory University)
Discussant: Harumi Kobayashi (Tokyo Denki University)
[This symposium is cosponsored by MEXT Grant-in-Aid for Scientific Research on Innovative Areas
“Evolinguistics”: Integrative Studies of Language Evolution for Co-creative Communication.]

18:30-20:00 Reception 会場：ミューズ（西館１階） Venue: Muse, the café in the West Building (1st Fl)

August 3, Friday
Individual Paper Session 7 (English)

会場：W310 教室 Venue: Room W310
Chair: Mihoko Kubota (Tokyo Zokei University)

9:00-9:25

Implicit and Explicit Corrective Feedback on the Prosodic Development of
Japanese-Speaking Learners of Chinese
Chun-Mei Chen (National Chung Hsing University)

9:30-9:55

Narrative Abilities of Mandarin-speaking Children with and without Specific Language
Impairment: Macrostructure and Microstructure
Wen-hui Sah (National Chengchi University) &
Paochuan Torng (National Taipei University of Nursing and Health Sciences)

10:00-10:25 Ambient-language Effects in Babbling: A Study of Mandarin- and English-learning Infants

Shanshan Lou (University of York), Marilyn Vihman (University of York) &
Tamar Keren-Portnoy (University of York)
10:30-10:55

A Pragmatic Study of Adversative KE(SHI) in Mandarin Chinese
Rui-heng Ray Huang (National Taipei University of Business)

Individual Paper Session 8 (Japanese & English)

会場：W303 教室 Venue: Room W303

Chair: Harumi Kobayashi (Tokyo Denki University)
9:00-9:25

子どもの名詞、動詞獲得の及ぼす養育者の幼児語、成人語の言語入力の効果
小椋たみ子（大阪総合保育大学）, 浜辺直子, 増田珠巳（大阪総合保育大学大学院）
& 平井純子（京都市山科・深草保健福祉センター）

9:30-9:55 多言語社会ブータン王国における言語文化認識 ─混成言語使用意識からの考察─
佐藤美奈子（京都大学大学院）

10:00-10:25 Spanish 1st Person Plural Pronoun: Its Information Structure and Logophoric Interpretation
Ángel L. Jiménez-Fernández (Universidad de Sevilla) &
Mercedes Tubino-Blanco (Western Michigan University)
10:30-10:55 How High Are the Higher Wh’s?
Barry C.-Y. Yang (National United University)

Individual Paper Session 9 (Japanese)

会場：W308 教室 Venue: Room W308
Chair: 澤﨑宏一（静岡県立大学）

9:30-9:55 中国語を母語とする日本語学習者のヘッジ使用 ─機能にみられる語用論的転移の可
能性─
堀田智子（東北大学）

10:00-10:25 日本語・中国語・英語の可能表現に関する対照研究 ─日本語の自動詞無標可能表現
から─
石一含（九州大学）

10:30-10:55 不同意表明における「配慮」の日中対照分析
趙東玲（金沢大学）

10:55-11:00 Break

11:00-12:30

Poster Session 2
会場：ミューズ（西館１階） Venue: Muse, the café in the West Building (1st Fl)

1. Telling Stories in the Socially Non-dominant Language---An Analysis of Referring Expressions
among Japanese-English Simultaneous and Successive Bilinguals
Satomi Mishina-Mori (Rikkyo University), Yumiko Kawanishi (University of California, Los Angeles),
Yuki Nagai (Rikkyo University) & Yuri Jody Yujobo (Tamagawa University)
2. 日本語を母語とする子供のnegative island effectの習得について
片岡由利絵（お茶の水女子大学）, 池田佳菜子（お茶の水女子大学）&
山腰京子（お茶の水女子大学）
3. 日本語を母語とする子供の遊離数量詞と連体数量詞の解釈について
岡田理加（お茶の水女子大学）& 山腰京子（お茶の水女子大学）
4. Influence of Japanese Glosses on Japanese Sign Language Interpretation
Mari Kakuta (Kanto Gakuin University) & Ren Kikukawa (Freelance)
5. 幼児の「誤用」の属格主語とその用法についての統語分析
團迫雅彦（九州大学）
6. Mother-child and Father-child Play Interactions at 30 and 36 Months of Age
Hiroko Kasuya (Bunkyo Gakuin University), Kayoko Uemura (Bunkyo Gakuin University) &
Chinatsu Yoshizawa (Joetsu University of Education)
7. Bilingual Cognition: A Linguistic Relativity Approach to Analyzing the Expression of ‘self’ in Native
and Non-native Speakers of Japanese
Tim Palmroos (Gifu University) & Chise Kasai (Gifu University)
8. [alternate] 雑談において物語はどのように起こるのか ―日本語母語場面と日中接触場面の場合―
張未未 (早稲田大学大学院教育学研究科)
9. 聴覚障がい児童における動詞の意味推論 ―項構造と助詞を手がかりとして―
木村淳子（慶應義塾大学政策・メディア研究科）& 今井むつみ（慶應義塾大学環境情報学部）
10. 日本語母語話者と日本語学習者は役割語の手がかり情報をどのように理解するのか
坂明佑美（株式会社アイエイアイ）& 澤﨑宏一（静岡県立大学）
11. Structure Dependence in L2 acquisition: A case study with Negative Polarity Items
Ayano Otaki (Shizuoka University), Chiaki Matsuzawa (Shizuoka University) &
Masayuki Komachi (Shizuoka University)
12. Control and Raising in Japanese-English Interlanguage

Takayuki Kimura (Chuo University)
13. やさしい日本語とPlain Englishによる自治体Web防災情報の比較 ―行動を促す述語表現を
中心に―
片山奈緒美（筑波大学人文社会科学研究科博士後期課程）

12:30-13:00 General Meeting

会場：W310 教室

Venue: Room W310

13:00 -13:30 Lunchtime

13:30-15:00 Plenary (English)

会場：W310 教室

Venue: Room W310

Scalar presuppositions in language acquisition and language processing
Chair: Katsuo Tamaoka (Nagoya University)
Martin Hackl (Language Acquisition Lab Faculty Head, Massachusetts Institute of Technology)

15:00-15:10 Break

15:10-17:10 Invited Symposium II (English)

会場：W310 教室 Venue: Room W310

Syntax and Semantics in Child Language Acquisition
Chair: Katsuo Tamaoka (Nagoya University)
The role of cognitive abilities in children’s meaning comprehension
Utako Minai (University of Kansas)
On the acquisition of the non-subject status of nominative objects in Japanese
Tetsuya Sano (Meiji Gakuin University)
A Filled Gap Stage in German Relative Clause Acquisition
Kazuko Yatsushiro (Leibniz-Zentrum Allgemeine Sprachwissenschaft)
Discussant: Martin Hackl (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)

17:10 Closing Ceremony

会場：W310教室

Venue: Room W310
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The Result of Review for JSLS2018
1 封郵件
Akihiro Kano <akikano@kwassui.ac.jp>
收件者: iriswu@ntnu.edu.tw

2018年3月29日 下午3:54

Dear Dr. Wu, Hsiaohung Iris,

We are pleased to inform you that your abstract has been accepted as an oral presentation (paper) at JSLS 2018.

In order for us to secure your place at the conference, we must receive e-mail confirmation of your intention to
present at JSLS 2018 by April 13 (Fri), 2018. In addition, because this year’s conference is scheduled on
weekdays, it is possible that some oral presenters might only be able to attend the conference on one day. Please
fill out the following required information, and if you need to schedule your presentation on a certain day, please
write down your preference as well. We will try our best to accommodate your request, but please do not make a
schedule request unless it is absolutely necessary to do so.

Please send your confirmation to:

jsls-apply@jslsweb.sakura.ne.jp

Please use the following format in your reply:

------------------------cut------------------------Required
Title:
Author(s):
I (will/will not) present a paper at JSLS 2018.
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Obliqueness in Chinese Argument Structure
This paper argues for an oblique/direct distinction in the argument structure of Mandarin
Chinese and shows how that distinction is fleshed out in the syntax, though Mandarin does not
distinguish accusative case from oblique case morphologically. As has been argued for in other
languages by Landau (2007, 2010) and Baker (1997, 2012), I propose that Mandarin verbs, in
addition to the number of arguments, need to specify whether the argument is oblique, which
is the complement of a phonologically null adposition. Following Landau (2007), I further
propose this null-headed PP makes it impossible for the oblique argument, including the goal
argument of ditransitive verbs and the extra affectee argument of unaccusative verbs, to satisfy
the EPP property of INFL, thus resisting appearing in SpecIP. The proposal is provided below.
(1) Oblique goal arguments are projected as null headed PPs.
(2) In [HP XP [H′ H…]], where XP is merged to satisfy the EPP of H, X must be pronounced.
Goal arguments of ditransitive verbs At least two (apparent) double object constructions
can be distinguished in Mandarin (cf. Li & Thompson 1981, Kuo 2014). As demonstrated in
(3), though usually no evident distinction can be found between send-verbs and rob-verbs, (4)
indicates that they differ significantly in terms of bound variable anaphora: (4a) shows that the
quantified goal phrase cannot bind the pronominal possessor inside the theme phrase as a
variable whereas the source phrase in (4b) can. This asymmetry is expected if, as proposed here,
the goal argument in (4a) is a null-headed PP such that the universal quantifier, embedded within
the PP, cannot c-command the pronominal inside the theme; however, since the source argument
is projected as a NP, the pronominal tade ‘his’ can be bound and interpreted as a variable.
(3) a.
b.
(4) a.
b.

Lisi song-le wo wubai kuai.
‘Lisi sent me 500 dollars.’
Lisi sent
boss
500 dollar
Lisi qiang-le wo wubai kuai.
‘Lisi robbed me of 500 dollars.’
Lisi robbed boss
500 dollar
*Lisi song-le meigereni tadei hongbao. Intended. ‘Lisi sent everyonei hisi cash-gift.’
Lisi sent
everyone his cash-gift
Lisi qiang-le meigereni tadei hongbao.
‘Lisi robbed everyonei of hisi cash-gift.’
Lisi robbed everyone his cash-gift

A further significant difference shows up between triadic verbs with a source argument and
with a goal argument, as in (5). Particularly, only the source argument can be the subject of
passives. This pattern again is predicted by the proposal in (1)-(2): given that the goal is headed
by a null P and that the attracting head, INFL, bears the EPP feature selecting for a phrase with
an overt head, the goal fails to stay in SpecIP. No such problem arises for the source argument.

(5) a.
b.

*Wo bei (Lisi)
I
PASS Lisi
Wo bei (Lisi)
boss PASS Lisi

song-le
sent
qiang-le
robbed

wubai kuai.
500 dollar
wubai kuai.
500 dollar

Intended. ‘I was sent 500 dollars.’
‘I was robbed of 500 dollars.’

Extra argument of unaccusative verbs (6) exemplifies a long-debated construction in
Mandarin, in which unaccusative verbs seem to have transitive usage (Hole 2005, Shen 2006,
Huang 2007, a.o.). However, the previous analyses, including the possessor-raising, basegenerated topic, light verb, and base-generated subject accounts, are not without their problems.
(6) Lisi si-le erzi.
Lisi died son

‘Lisi’s son died on him’

One peculiar property of the apparent subject in (6) is that it is subject to the sentient individual
requirement so that it has to refer to someone who can feel or experience something (Hole 2005).
Thus I propose that the subject in (6) denotes the ultimate location or goal where certain events
take place and have an adverse influence on. In this sense, such experiencer subjects should be
understood as mental resultant location which events have impact on (Landau 2009). As such,
the sentence-initial Lisi in (6) should actually be considered a goal argument, projected as a null
PP, and due to the EPP requirement as (2), it cannot reside in SpecIP and serve as the real subject.
Several arguments support this view. First, unlike a typical grammatical subject (7a), Lisi in (7b)
cannot co-occur with a preposed topic. Moreover, Lisi in (8a) cannot bind the reflexive in the
theme phrase, which is surprising if Lisi were indeed the subject; however, this is expected in
the current account since Lisi is embedded in the PP and thus cannot c-command outside of this
domain. The same logic applies to the failure of variable binding in (8b).
(7) a.
(8) a.

na-ben shui, Lisi
that
book Lisi
*Lisii si-le tazijii
Lisi died himself

du-le ti.
read
de erzi.
Poss son

b.
b.

*erzii,
Lisi si-le ti.
son
Lisi died
*Zheli meigereni dou si-le tadei erzi.
here everyone all died his son

Conclusion The noted syntactic properties of oblique goal arguments can be derived from
the fact that they, as null-headed PPs, cannot satisfy the EPP feature of INFL, with the
consequence that INFL cannot agree with them. Overall, though Mandarin does not exhibit
morphological cases, I have shown that oblique arguments behave differently from direct
arguments in various syntactic processes and thus obliqueness should be considered an essential
component of argument structure in Mandarin syntax, just as has been argued for in other
morphologically rich languages such as Hebrew (Preminger 2009) and Amharic (Baker 2012).

Inner Aspect and Object Fronting
This talk investigates the phenomenon of obligatory object displacement in Taiwanese
Southern Min (hf. TSM) and Hakka. Though TSM and Hakka are generally considered SVO
languages, obligatory object fronting (i.e. the object, without any additional marking
preceding it, occurs in SOV order) is frequently observed. Previous works see this
phenomenon as being triggered by information-structural considerations and analyze the
preposed object as either topic or focus. However, we show that it is empirically problematic
to claim the displaced object necessarily renders marked topic/focus readings since such SOV
sentences can occur in out-of-the-blue contexts and it is impossible to ‘reconstruct’ the
fronted object back to the postverbal position.
We challenge the dominant view of treating such object displacement as an instance of
topicalization or focalization; rather, we argue the mandatory object displacement in TSM and
Hakka is correlated with the telicity nature of the predicate phrase, whose interpretation is
usually attributed by the inner aspectual marker attached to the verb. Prior scholarship has
observed a strong connection between the (a)telicity interpretation of VPs and morphosyntax
on direct objects, though most of the previous works focus on data exclusively from
Indo-European languages such as Finnish, Russian and German. Thus, with a comparative
methodology, we approach this issue by examining the displacement configurations in TSM
and Hakka to show that some unexpected word ordering facts provide a good testing ground
on the relevant theories surrounding telicity. Assuming with recent work on the syntax of
aktionsart that telic readings are reflected in certain syntactic configurations (Borer 2005,
Travis 2000, Thompson 2006), we propose that telic readings are the result of [telic] feature
checking between the AspQ head and its specifier so that the direct object of a telic event in
TSM and Hakka must move to SpecAspQP to establish the Spec-Head agreement relation.
Evidence for the current proposal comes from the differences between telic events and
atelic events in TSM and Hakka, including linear order restrictions, reading possibilities of the
object, the height of interpretation site involving adverbials, and the specificity effects
observed with the DPs in temporal adjuncts. First, with a telic predicate, a bare noun object
has to raise past the vP/VP domain; in contrast, this object can leave in-situ when there is no
inner-aspectual head present (and thus no telicity is implicated). In other words, when the
eventuality is telic, the nominal expression is quantized, interpreted as specific (or definite)
and gets preposed. On the other hand, when the eventuality is atelic, the in-situ bare noun
object can be ambiguous between a definite and an indefinite reading. Moreover, the proposal
captures the syntactic distribution of ambiguous adverbs such as quickly: when quickly
modifies the end point and generates the whole event construal, it is adjoined to AspP; thus it
is predicted to precede the fronted object, whereas, on the manner reading of quickly, it is
adjoined to VP/vP and thus it is predicted to be attached only in the lower position.
Furthermore, following Diesing’s Mapping Hypothesis (1992) that at LF cardinal DPs are
located inside VP and non-cardinal DPs outside VP and that phrases like many/some/few
hours are examples of cardinal DPs, the current analysis predicts the contrast between
time-frame adjuncts and durative adjuncts: the former are adjoined to AspP, they permit only
non-cardinal DP objects and, since the latter are adjoined either to VP or to vP, they permit
either cardinal or non-cardinal DP objects within the adjuncts.
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